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Akh. Minhaji
Islamic Reform in Contest: Ahmad Hassan
and His Traditionalist Opponents
Abstraksi: Perdebaan-bahkan pertentangan-antara Muslim modernis
dan tradisionrzlis telah mmjadi sahh satu temapentingdalam perkembang'
an Islam Indonesia. Gagasan kawm modernis tentang perlunya Muslim
kembali kepada al-Qur'an dan Sunnah, serta mmingalknn praktek-prak'
tek Islam yang dipengarubi tradisi lokal ftid'aQ, mrndapat tantangan kual
dai kalangan trad.isionalis yang cmderwng mempertdbankan pemikiran dan
praktek keagamn an y ang napan, y an g sudab melembaga dakm kehd'upan
Muslim Indonesia.
Artikel ini mengambarkan bagaimana proses perdebaun itu berkng-
sung. Pembahdsan terutama dizrahknn pada pemikiran sejumlab tokoh Mu*
lim-dari kzlangan modernis dan tradisionalislang terlibat intmsif dalam
perdebaan. A. Hasan, tokoh terkemuka Persatuan Iskm (Persi) 
-salah satu
organisasi Iskm rnodernis yang berdiri pada L923-ditentpatkan dakm ar'
tikel ini zaakil kalangan modernis, sementara Sirodjud'din Abbas, tokoh uu-
ma Perti (Persatuan Tarbiyah klamr.yah), beberapa uhma Nahdlatul Ukma
QtlU), dan Husain al'Habsji, seorangwlama ketururtan Arab, mewakili kaum
tradisionalis. Tokob-tokoh yang disebwt terakhir secara keras mengkritik
gagasd.n-gagasan pembaharuan Islam A. Hasan.
Meklui karya uamanya, Soal Jawab Masalah Agam4 Hasan mrngha'
dirkan sej umlah kritik keras terha"dap pemahaman dan praktek-praktek keag-
d?naan kaum tradisionalis yang diangap telalt "menryim-pang" dari ajaran
kkm. Praktek -praktek. keagamaan sEmi qunut, melafalkz'n niat shakt fusal-
h), dan alkin dipandang oleh Hasan sebagai tidak berd^a.sar pad"a ajaran asli
kkm Sid' ah). Sumber-sumber ajaran yang mmjadi basis legitimasi praktek''
praktek keagamaan demikian dinngap tidak ororitatif; hadis'badis yang di-
pakai kaum tradisioruzlis diniki tidak shahih. Pandangan Hasan itukb yang
kemudian mengtndang kritik keras dari Muslirn trad'isionalis' Bagi mere-
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ka, praktek-parktek keagamaan dzmikian tidak banya dibenarkan secara
keagamnan, tapi juga relab melembaga dzlam tradisi Islam. Sirodjuddin
Abbas, misalnya, meklui karyanya,4O Masalah Agama, menltatakan bah-
zaa praktek-parktek keagamaan di aus berdasar pada sumber-sumber otori-
tatif kkm sebagaimara dikatakanpara ulama.
Berangkat dari perdebatan tentang masalah-masalab furi' rersebur,
Abbas dan Hasan kemudian terlibat dalam perdebatan yang lebib substan-
sial, yang menltangkut masalah dasar perumusan suatu hukum ktam (usil):
Bagaimana fursikap terhadap sumbersumberhukum Iskm (al-eur'an, Sun-
n,zh, ijma dan qiyas)? Bagi Hasan, seorangMuslim harus kembali kepada at-
Qur'an dan Sunnab, dan mmjadikan keduanya sebagai sumber bagi dua
sumber hukum kin di bazaabnya, ijma dan qias. Abbas berpendapat seba-
liknya. Baginya, al-Qur'an dan Sunnah harus dipabami berdasarpada sum-
beryangada dalam ijma dan qias. Jikaterdapatperhdaan dakm duasum-
ber utama kkm,yangbarus diikuti adalah pmjelasan di bazoahnya. Maka
bagiAbbas, mzzbabnazhabrtkih yangsudah rnapan dakm kkm 
-tepat-
nya mazhab Sbaf i- berfungsi sebagai pmjelas. Dmgan dzmikian, mazhab
mutkk diperluknn dakm perumusan satu ketetdpdn hukum Iskm. Kritik
serupa juga dikaengahkan kalangan ulama NU. Hanya saja, Lerhda de.
ngan Pertiyangmengharuskanmengikutibanya mazbab Sbaf i, NU mrng-
akui keabsahan tiga mazbab lain, Maliki, Hanafi dan Hanbali.
Lebih dari itu, perdebaun di atas seknjutnya membarua mereka pada
perbedaan memabami konsep pentinglain dalam kkm, ijtihad. Bagi Hasan,
sepe'rti halnya kaum modernis, ijtihad dibolebkan bagi settap Mwslim sejaub
mereka ftMmpu. Oleh karena rtu, dia mengkritik keras sikap aklid-mengi-
kuti mazbab yang ada-yang dilakukan kaum tradisionalis. Pandangan se-
baliknya dikemukakan Muslim tradisionalis. Bagi mereka, ijtihad tblak bna
dikkukan oleb semrn orang Islam. Merekz yang bisa beripibad banyalah
para uknuz hsar, dakm hal ini para pendiri mazbab. Sementara Muslim
lain, khususnya Muslim d.euasa ini, hanya bisa menjadipengikut (muqallid/
mazhab- mazh ab y ang ada.
Dalam kasus ijtihad, Husain al.Habsji lebih jaub mrngkitik Hasan. Dia
mengatakan bahpa Hasan sebenarrya ti"d^ak. mem.enuhi syarat untuk. mekku-
knn ijtihad. Dia, mbalnya, ntsncatat kelemahan Hasan dakm mrnguasai
bahasa Arab, yang mmjadi salab satu syarat te/pmting dakm mekkukan
ijtihad. Sehinga, menurutnya, keputusan Hasan lebih merujuk pendapat
para ulamayangti"dak di"dukungal-Qur'an dan Sunnah. Dan terakhir, ka-
hngan tradisiortrzlis mmgangap munculnya gerakan pembabaruan serta
po lemik y ang dizkibatkanny a hany a akan memperlemnh keberadaan dunia
Muslim, kbususnya di In"donesia.
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here is a perception, held not only by scholars in the field but
by many Muslims as v/ell, that Islamic law in Indonesia is
strongly colored by "non-Islamic" local custom (adat). H.is-
torically, this notion has given rise to a number of movements which
have sought to ensure that religious beliefs and practices be restored
and brought into harmony with the primary sources of Islam, the
Qur'an and Sunnah. One of these movements was led by Ahmad
Hassan (1882-1958), acknowledged by many as a great scholar and a
tireless advocate of the need for renewal Qajdid) and reform (i1lAh).
The organization that he led was Persatuan Islam, popularly known
as Persis, a reformist organization that was considered the spearhead
of the molrement. F{assan was generally considered the foremost pro-
ponent of reform amongst Indonesian Muslims, and Accordingly,
the criticism directed at him might be seen as a response to the re-
formers as a whole. It should come as no surprise, however, that his
stance on many issues has occasionally elicited hostile reactions.l One
of the most vocal groups that opposed his ideas was that of the tradi-
tionalists, who insisted on preserving traditional tenets and usages.
Perhaps, the most notable response from the traditionalists come from
the members of Persatuan Tarbiyah Islamiyah (Union of Islamic Edu-
cation) popularly known as Perti and from those of the Nahdlatul
Ulama (Renaissance of Religious Scholars) known as the NU. These
were traditionalist organizations established primarily to counter the
reform movement. Another critical response was delivered by the
Arab traditionalist Husain al-Habsji. The present article will exam-
ine critically these traditionalists' responses to F{assan's religious re-
form mission.
Persatuan Tarbiyah Islamiyah (Perti)
Perti was established on20May 1930 in Candung Bukittinggi fWest
Sumatra), seven years after the foundation of Persis. According to its
constitution, Perti follows the teachings of "the people of the Sunnah
and the community" (ahl al-sunnab zaa al-jamL'ah) and the doctrine
of the Shafi'i school.2 The members of Perti rigorously attacked
Hassan's ideas which they saw as encouraging teachings alien to the
doctrines of the ahl al-sunnah zua al-jamh'ah and the ShAfi'i school.
The chief spokesman for the organization was its leader during the
period 1936-1965,3 Siradjuddin Abbas (1905-1980). In order to but-
tress the traditional doctrines of Islam, Abbas wrote no less than 13
books, and a great many articles,a the most important of which was
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his four volume 40 Masalah Agama (40 Problems Concerning Reli-
gious Issues).s The work, which deals with ShAfi'i legal issues, was
written with the express purpose of refuting the reformists. Like
Hassan's Soal-Jazaab Masalah Agama, Abbas's book was popular with
Muslims not only in Indonesia but also in other Malay countries
such as Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, and Brunei Darussalam.6 In
fact, Abbas' 40 Masalah Agama is often regarded as the standard inter-
pretation of the traditionalist position, just as Hassan's Soal-Jaruab
Masalah Agama is seen as best expressing the reformist point of view.
Abbas's book, while clearly a critique of reformist ideas, does not
target Hassan's ideas in particular. Nonetheless, as will be seen be-
low, Abbas does quote certain statements from Hassan's Soal-Jazaab
Masalah Agama without acknowledgment. Moreover, Abbas was per-
haps aware of the need to counteract the influence of Hassan's work
on Malay readers who were increasingly atrracted to it as a guide for
daily life.
In his response to rhe problem of talqin, for example, Abbas be-
gins by saying:
There is a certain person who does not like the talqin.In attacking the talqtn,
he has not only written books but has also given speeches. In both his books and
speeches, he has sometimes attacked thetalqtn calmly but on other occasions he
has sneered {at talqtn). \X/ithout mentioning his book and his name, I will quote
some of his criticisms lof talqin] and offer my reply to them. The aim of this
response is to make him aware of his fault, or ar least ensure that in the future he
will not be so aggressive in attacking talqtn and those who perform it.7
These remarks are obviously directed at Hassan. As added proof
of this, in the pages rhar follow this passage Abbas quotes one of
Hassan's statements. Consider, for example, the following account:
Beware! Abir UmAmah spoke [about talqin]duringthe time of naz' [on the
death bed]. Na/ means that a person is at the point of his last breath. II the |adith
is vhtb fi al-iuayah-tn fact it is nor-then Ab0 UmXmah's statemenr cannot be
accepted, for it was given at the time of naz'; this situation is similar to that of
repentance and orher acts which are nor accepted [during the time ol naz'f.a
This passage is an exacr quotation, without acknowledgment, de-
rived from Hassan's Soal-Jawab Masalah Agama, in vrhich he proclaims
his fatrui on talqin.e Hassan appears also to be the targer in this cri-
tique of the reformist position on usllt. Abbas writes: "I read also
the book that you fthe one who is asking for legal advice from Abbas]
mentioned.... In this book, he used the rerm tidak sah fnot correctl
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for the haditbs which are tidak sahih funsound-hadith da'ifl. He does
not know that there is a big difference between tidak sah and tidak
sahih."t0 In his fatzak on talqin, Abbas goes on to point our rhar:
The hadtth of Abir UmAmah is tidak sahih and not tidak sah. Tidak sah means
rnvahd (bitil) and unacceptable as a religious reason, whtle tidak sabih can be
acceptable and used as a legal reason because it could be a hadith hasan as ex-
plained tn the mustalah al-hadith [the science of Sunnah]. The use of the term
tidak. sah for the hadith da'iflof hadith Abi Umimahl vras intentionally used fby
Hassan] to lead people in the wrong direction.ll
These criticisms were definitely directed ar FIassan, for it is a fact
that he, in quite a number of places, uses the term tidak. sah to de-
scribe Sunnahs which are weak (d"'il). Hassan also states in one of his
works that the Sunnah of Ab0 Umlmah is tidak sab.12
These are only two examples out of many in which Abbas avoids
any explicit mention of Hassan's name while at the same time attack-
ing his principles. Another striking instance is to be found in the
former's condemnation of the ideas of Sukarno. Abbas writes: "when
he was sent to Endeh in Flores, Soekarno sent many letters to bk friend
fitalics mine] discussing the need for religious reform. These letters
were then included in Di Bazaah Bcndera Repolusi."l3 Of course, any-
one familiar with Soekarno's works will acknowledge that the words
" his friend" refer to Hassan, for the well-known letters found in the Di
Barpab Bendera Repolusi are those that Soekarno sent to Hassan.
It may be appropriate to examine in more detail Abbas' response
to Hassan's position on uszlli, already referred to in the preceding
chapter. Hassan for his part castigated the traditional scholars who
believed that the practice of usllt is based on, among other founda-
tions, a qiyis having as its basis (at) the intention of the Prophet to
perform pilgrimage. Besides his refusal to accept qiyhs in matters of
worship ('ibhdat), Hassan also claims in one of his articles that the
Sunnah in which the Prophet verbally expressed his intention to
perform the pilgrimage is not sound (tidak sah).la As the defender of
common usage among Muslims, Abbas responds to this criticism by
asking the following questions: "Is there any one who says that mak-
ing a qiyis between fintention in] the prayer and fthat in] pilgrimage
is forbidden? Does Allah or His Prophet say anything about it lviz.
the prohibition of such a qiyks]?" Concerning the status of the Sunnah,
Abbas is of the opinion that it is found in the thih of BukhAri. Ac-
cording to him, any Sunnah found in the 9.fiilt of BukhAri is in fact
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sound (vhih). Failure to acknowledge this would mean refusing the
consensus of all Muslims throughout the world. In conclusion, Abbas
writes: "a statement that indicates the existence of a weak tradition in
the &hih of Bukhiri comes only from the Orientalists who are unbe-
lievers."15 The implication here is that Hassan is an Orientalist, and,
consequently, an enemy of Islam. The term orientalist is commonly
used in Muslim religious polemic to refer to anyone, even a fellow
Muslim, who is seen as discrediting Islam.16
Indeed, there were many issues on which Abbas disagreed with
Hassan. One should remember, however, that these differences de-
pend for the most part on their approach towards usill al-fiqh, and
particularly on their views on the sources of Islamic law (maddir al-
ahkkm). As stressed in the previous chapter, Hassan promoted the
importance of "back to the Qur'An and Sunnah;" accordingly, any-
thing contrary to these two primary sources had to be rejected. 'S7hat
is more, Hassan insisted that sources with higher authority should
take precedence over lower ones. Thus, the Qur'ln supersedes the
Sunnah, the Sunnah consensus, and consensus qiyhs. This is exadly
the reverse of Abbas' approach to the sources of Islamic law. He
agrees with Hassan that there are four sources of Islamic law; never-
theless, he indicates clearly that the higher sources should be inter-
preted according to the lower ones, a doctrine that originated in
Shlfi'i's usil aL-fiqb. That is to say, the Qur'An should be interpreted
according to the Sunnah; Sunnah according to the consensus, and
consensus according to qiyis. If for instance there is a consensus of
Shafi'i scholars on a given issue which seems to contradict the literal
meaning of either the Qur'ln or Sunnah, Abbas would insist on fol-
lowing the consensus; this consensus must be understood as a true
interpretation of the religious teachings found in the Qur'ln or
Sunnah. This can be seen in the case of wslli and tarArath.It is against
this background that we can understand Hallaq's statement:
The enistemolopical value attached to consensus renders this instrument so
powerful in the realm of doctrine and practice in the community that it can
override established practice as well as clear statements of the Qur'an. For in-
stance, if the community, represented by its mujtahils, reaches a consensus that
runs counter to a Qur'Anic text, the text is considered to have been superseded
by this consensus.lT
Abbas' reliance on the legal theories of the Shafi'i school is also
evident in his anti-re{ormist article "Masalah Modernisasi Agama"
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(The Issue of Religious Modernization/Reformation).18 He explains
therein two points: the importance of preserving the teachings of the
ShAfi'i school, and the danger posed by the reform movement to the
unity of the Indonesian Muslims as a whole.
Regarding the first point, Abbas explains that, since the coming
of Islam to Indonesia, the teachings of the Shifi'i school have pre-
dominated. All the sources used in religious education and the
religious courts were inspired by the theories of ShAfi'i. This has con-
tributed to harmony among Muslims in the Malay-speaking coun-
tries.le It is therefore unfortunate, he claims, that beginning with the
early years of the twentieth century, this harmony began to be dis-
turbed by the "strange ideas" of the so-called reformists, modernists,
and the like.2o According to Abbas, these groups claimed that their
central mission was to provoke war against imitation (taqlid), rnno-
vation (bid'ah), and superstition (kburkfar), while at the same time
promoting the importance of ijtihkd and the policy of "back to the
Qur'an and Sunnah," as if Indonesian Muslims were neglecting these
two sources. According to Abbas, no one would deny the impor-
tance of the Qur'an and Sunnah; nevertheless, if one were to analyze
the track record of the reformists, it might be qualified by the phrase
"a good statement used for deceptive intention" (kalimatu haqqin urtda
bibi al-b,Artfi. The call of the reformists, Abbas goes on to say, is simi-
lar to the slogan, "the decision is God's alone" (lA hwkma LilA liilAh)
flung by the KhawArij at their enemies during the battle of Siffin in
37/657, accusing the negotiators appointed by'Ali and Mu'lwiyah
of neglecting the Qur'An and Sunnah.21 In fact, it is the Orientalists
who have spread the lie that present-day Muslims do not follow the
teachings of the principal sources of their faith but rather the opin-
ions of their religious leaders.22 Moreover, the anti-madhhab position
of the reformists combined with the latter's openness to the ideas of
the Shi'i, Mu'tazili, and Wahhabi schools had contributed to the di-
visiveness afflicting the Indonesian Muslim community. The creation
of bodies designed to restore unity, such as Masjumi, Liga Muslimin
Indonesia, and Kongres Muslimin Indonesia' have all ended in fail-
ure, and Abbas lays the blame for this on the doorstep of the reform-
ists.2r Finally he suggests that efforts must be made to cure this turbu-
lent situation, the most effective solution being to bring Muslims
back to the teachings of the Shafi'i school.2* This was not only be-
cause the Shlfi'i school has been the school of the majority of Indo-
nesian Muslims since the beginning but, more importantly, because
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it is also the mosr popular in the Muslim world. It should be kept in
mind, says Abbas, that the Shafi'i school is nobler (lebih agung)lhan
the Hanbali scho'l of the reformists. That is ro say that if Indonesian
Muslims were ro switch over ro the Hanbali school as advocated by
the reformists, it would be a sign that Muslims were on the decline
(menjalani garis menurun); for, unlike the ShAfi'i school, the Hanbali
school employs "disconnecred" sunnah (ltadtth mursal) as a founda-
tion for establishing religious rules.25
Moreover, to convince his fellow Muslims of the danger of re-
formist ideas, Abbas rraces their origins to the central Islamic lands.
Abbas attributes their beginnings to Ibn Taymiyyah, whose ideas
were then spread by later figures such as Ibn eayyim al-Jauziyyah,
Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-\7ahhAb, Muhammad'Abduh, and Rashid
Ridl. The journal published by the latter rwo, al-ManLr, was largely
responsible for their propagation.26 Abbas next presenm 
" 
.r"grii.,r"
picture of the proponenrs of reform, especially Ibn Taymilyah. He
says that Harran, the birthplace of the larrer, was a predominantly
christian village and home to people who made it a practice to ma-
nipulate reason.2' Along with this, he repeats Ibn Batritah,s reporr
that Ibn Taymiyyah was mentally unstabl e (ilL,i anna fi 'oqtitri
shay'an),tt leading him to issue many strange fatzails conrrary to com-
mon belief and practice.2e one should not therefore wonder why the
Indonesian reformers, who were influenced by Ibn Taymiyyah, pro-
duced so many fatwhs contradictory to the common beliefs and prac-
tices of Indonesian Muslims. Abbas goes on to say that Ibn Taymiy.,Jah
was also strongly opposed to the sufi tradttion popularly practiced
by most Muslims of his era, assaulting it as forbidd en (harim) and a
form of polytheism (shirk).3a He also makes the point that Ibn
Taymiyyah was reputedly a follower of the Hanbali school; there-
fore, Ibn Taymiyryah was not a mujtahid but rather a muqallid fol-
lowing the teachings of Ahmad ibn Hanbal. Thus, it is odd that Ibn
Taymiyyah warned Muslims against practising taqltd and yet encour-
aged people to follow blindly his ideas.31 Abbas' point is an interest-
ing one, for it undermines the claim of the reformists that they exer-
cised ijtihdd and eschewed taqltd, when in fact their spiritual leader,
Ibn Taymiryah, was clearly a muqallid.32 Moreover, in spite of their
claim to be anti-madbhab, the reformists were guilty of merely pro-
moting a change from one school (Shlfi'D to another (Hanbali). A lot
of energy was being expended by the reformists in this contradictory
effort, which in the end only led to more confusion for Muslims.3l
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According to Abbas, the danger of the reformist movement can
be seen even more clearly when we look at the other source of the
reformists' inspiration: the Orientalists. These Orientalists were
\Testern scholars, for the most part Christians, who worked with
colonialist and imperialist administrators to defeat and oppress Mus-
lims in every part of the world. Abbas cites the names of Snouck
Hurgronje, Van der Plas, Van der Meulen, A. Gobee, De Pyper, L.
Stoddard, and Philip K. Hitti, among others.3a
It was earlier mentioned that Abbas, in his attacks on the reform
movement, avoided citing the names of individual scholars whom he
regarded as chiefly to blame, Hassan being a prime example. The one
person that he does however mention in this regard is Soekarno.
Throngh Soekarno, Abbas criticized the reformist ideas on taqltd,
tahlil, Sunnah, etc. As has already been shown above, these criti-
cisms were not, in fact, necessartly a true reflection of Soekarno's
doctrine; some clearly referredto Hassan's ideas but were connected
instead to rhe name of Soekarno. The point to be emphasized here is
this: it was misleading on Abbas's part to attack the reformists' par-
ticularly Hassan, for being negatively influenced by the orientalists
or \trestern ideas. Indeed, Hassan himself was known to have chal-
lenged those who blindly followed Western ideas, most notably
Soekarno.3s
Nahdlatul Ulama (NU)
In his study of the NU, Farichin Chumaidy concludes:
The significance of the emergence of the Nahdlatul ulama for the Indone-
sian Muslim community can be viewed perhaps best from the angle of the ortho-
dox ftraditionalist] Muslim group. It united them and made them a social force
which was regarded as a counterbalance to the existence of the Islamic reformist
organizations in Indonesia.r6
According to Chumaidy, one of the most imPortant reformist
organizations of the era was Persis. He goes on to say that the one
*hor. ideas gave real shape to the movement and "cleady placed it in
the reformiti gtonp was Ahmad Hassan."37 Thus, in his discussion of
the controversial issues of Islamic law, Chumaidy chooses Hassan's
ideas as representarive of the reformist groups opposed by the tradi-
tionalist NU.3s This is a rrue reflection of the dialogue thar wenr on
between Hassan and his traditionalist opponents, and makes it even
more important to understand the position adopted by the NU.
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The NU was established on 31. January 1926 in Surabaya, three
years after the foundation of Persis, at the initiative of Abdul \7ahab
Hasbullah, a famous byai of that era who was known for his loyalty
to the traditionalists (kaum tua).3e It is no exaggeration ro srate that
this organization is regarded as the most important representative of
the traditionalist group; for one thing, the NU has always been the
largest Muslim organization, compared not only to the other tradi-
tionalist groups but even to the reformist ones.
According to the second article of its constitution, one of the ob-
jectives of the NU is "to hold firmly to fthe teachings of] one of the
four imhm madbkhib: Imim Muhammad ibn Idris al-ShAfi'i, ImAm
Melik ibn Anas, Imim Ab0 Hanifah ibn Nu'mAn, or ImAm Ahmad
ibn Hanbal, and to carry out any program that promotes the advan-
tages of Islam."a0 According to Ahmad Siddiq, the legal school, is
similar to what may be termed a "school of thought" (dtsiplin berpikir),
which naturally exists in any branch of science.al Obviously, the NU
"was established in reaction to the emergence of a movement whose
aim was to abolish the legal school in Indonesia...."!2In fact, the prob-
lem of legal schools was even cited by the NU as among the reasons
for their leaving the political party Masjumi in L952.a3
Thus, the NU came to be known asthe ahl al-madhihib al-arba'ab,aa
meaning that it saw the teaching of ail four schools as equally valid and
showed no inclination to favour any particular one of them. This is on
the theoretical level. In practice, however, the NU was (and still is)
devoted to the Shafi'i schoolas and refused to adopt the eclectic method
(talfiq)!6 For this reason, NU doctrines can hardly be differentiated
from those of Perti; both are known to be champions of traditional
beliefs and practices according to the ShAfi'i school, beliefs which are
characteristic of Indonesian Islam. Therefore, it is not strange at all
that in the educational centres affiliated with the NU, the works of
medieval Shafi'i scholars form the basis of the curriculum. The only
difference between Peni and the NU is that the latter is open ro the
other three schools in cases that are not to be found in ShAfi'i sources,
resorting in such cases to what is cilIedinti4klmadhhab (borrowing opin-
ions from other schools).at This can be seen, for instance, in the cases of
determining the first day of Ramadan,r.he invalidity of ablution (r!)udtt'),
and the alms-tax (zak;h) value of plants.o8 In fact, the legal school ap-
proach (manhaj al-madhhab) can be seen as making the NU very flex-
ible in that it is able to provide a number of alternatives in dealing with
social issues. At the same time, however, it is considered, particulady
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by its opponents, as an ambivalent and opportunistic stance.ae
The criticisms of Hassan and other reformists forced NU into
defending its position on the legal school (madhhab). According to
the NU, the notion of school is not an arbttrary but rather a highly
articulated approach to problem-solving. Certainly, the NU is no
different from Hassan in respecting the Qur'ln, Sunnah, consensus,
and qiyks. But the NU differs fundamentally from him in the applica-
tion and the operation of these sources, panicularly insofar as they
relate to the notions of ijtihhd and taqltd. Responding to Hassan's
criticisms and yet at the same time preserving the traditional approach
towards udl al-fi.qh, the scholars of the NU acknowledge that the
Qur'An and Sunnah are the primary sources of Islamic law, and that
they should be exploited in the process of ijtibAd in order to find the
answer to a given issue; but they also insist on the fact that it is not
easy to determine the rules derived from either the Qur'ln or
Sunnah.50 Unlike Hassan, the NU believes that it is only the schools'
eponyms who can be considered tme mujtabids, or absolute mujtahids
(mujtahid mustaqil or mujtabid mu/Aq), i.e. those who exercise ijtibhd
by deducing rules directly from the Qur'An and Sunnah, while all
others must be deemed mwqallids, or those who exercise taqlM.5l This
being the case, taqlid, according to the doctrines of the NlJ, was a
natural phenomenon in the period subsequent to the founding of the
schools. Far from being forbidden, taqlM is even recommended, par-
ticulariy for people of our era who live so long after the time of the
Prophet. Chumaidy rightly observes:
...it should be noted that the notion of taqlid according to the Nahdlatul
Ulama is not as its opponents have charged, i.e. blind and unquestioning obedi-
ence to the interpretation and teaching of religious law expounded by the four
Imims. The Nahdlatul Ulama views that taqltd has a broader meaning. Except
those who have the necessary requirements for exercising ijtihhd (rhe four Imlms)
all others are included under the category of muqallid, which consists of several
stages. The highest is that of the muntasibs, those who actually exerctse ijtihhd,
but who still follow the method used by their imkms (one of the four lrnLms).
Among the 'ulam6' who were called muntasib were the students of the four
Imi.ms, such as Ibn QAsim, Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Hasan, Abir Y0suf, a1-
MazAni, etc. The lower stages of muqallid are ashib al-zoujilh, ahl al+arjih, huffLz,
and some other categories which end in the lowest stage, that of the uneducated
laymen who follow the teaching of their Imhms without knowing their reli-
gious arguments at al1.s2
In fact, it is commonly believed by the members of the NU that
the gate of ijtihAd had been closed since the establishment of the
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schools; since then the scholars have had to confine themselves to
the inference (istinbAl formulated by the schools' eponyms.53 A few
have even gone so far as to state that "embracing Isiam without em-
ploying one of the four schools is invalid (bkyt4.;t, According to the
NU doctrine, it is enough for Indonesian scholars to folrow tL" ,.r1",
determined by the medieval scholars, for in referring to the larrer,
they act as agenrs when issuingfatrais for the masses. Accordingly,
the members of the NU depend completely upon the scholars,* and
these scholars in turn rely on the medieval works on fiqh believing
that they transmir the unquestionable inference (tstinbk j 
"r 
rh. shal{
school.s6 consider, for example, the followingfatzak isiued ar ore of
the Mu'tamar Nahdlatul Ulama:
Question (kttfii'): v/hat is the rule of the prayer, the reward for which is
given to the deceased (alit al-hadryal), held by the family of the deceased on the
first day after the death, to which they invite their family and neighbours [toperform it] and after which, food is served?
Answer (fatwd): If the prayer is intended as purely recommended praver
(sunnah mu/aqab) and its reward is then sent to th. d..."..d. such , pr"y., i,
permissible (fa li ba'sa bibi) and according to one opinion, it is beneficial for the
deceased. [But], if the prayer is intended 
"r " 
prry.i of reward (atit at.hadiyyab),
it is invalid and forbidden.Thisfaruti is based on the second volume of r)nfat
al-Muhtij, chapter *tlit al-ishr,2q.sz '
ThisfatraAwas issued at the national meeting of the NU in cirebon
flwest Java) on 27 August r93r, and relies on an inference istinbkA
still maintained until the present day. compare it to the followin!
fatruh issued on 19 September 1995:
The foundation of the stock exchange (bursa efek) as the institution to man-
age the capital market Qtasar modaD is substantially permissible (mubih tidhitih).
This is based, among other references, on Nihiyal at-Munt,ij,'vol. 4, g+_s, g7,
t'rlshiyat Radd al"Mukhtdr, vol. 5, 642, Mudazuzaanah Kub,rh, vol. 4. Takmilab.
the commentary on Fath al-Qadr, vol..7,52.sB
\9, surprisingly, Hassan condemned such an approach as unfor_givable taqltd, and held it up as evidence of the traditionalisrs' over-
reliance on it to the complere exclusion of ijtibhd.s, In the eyes of
Hassan, it was wrong for the traditionalists to place the views of schol-
ars on the same level as, and sometimes even higher than, the eur'in
and the Sunnah.60In his response to this, Al-Munawar srares rh;t rhis
accusation is based on a lack of understanding of the doctrine as it
was adopted by the NU.6t rhe NU members also embrace the doc-
trine that "...rhere is nothing in any madzbab which is in contradic-
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tion with the Koran and Sunnah. Because these two form the basis of
Islamic jurisprudence, it is not possible that the results can conflict
with the Qur'An and the tradition."62 On this basis, the NU scholar
Saifuddin Zvhri somewhat cynically remarks that it would be quite
surprising to find, in this twentieth century, someone who could
legitimately claim to have fulfilled the requiremenrs of a mujtabid.It
would be as if ImAm Shafi'i had been reborn in our day.63It is inter-
esting to note in this connection that the NU almost never refers to
the statement by ShAfi'i himself in which, according to Hassan and
the reformists in general, he condemns taqlU.6o This view of Shlfi'i is
usually quoted in the discussion known as "the attitude of the four
imLms in condemning taqltd" (aqrail al-a'immab al-arba'ah fi dhamm
al-taqlid) which takes place in certain religious schools which pro-
mote the reform movement.65 But this is not all. The members of the
NIJ never mention the statement of Muhammad Hasjim Asj'ari, the
very founder of the NU, in which he warns his fellow Muslims against
fanatic loyalty towards a particular school, saying finally, "if Shafi'i,
Ab0 Hanifah, Mllik, Ahmad, Ibn Hajar, and Ramli were still alive,
they would strongly reject your attitude and they would not be re-
sponsible for what you have done."66
It is acknowledged, however, that the notion of the school has, to
some degree, made the NU rigid and unable to deal with problems
not covered by the medieval works on fi.qh.In such cases, the NIJ
usually adopts what in fiqh is known as taruaqquf, i.e. suspension of
the issuance of a fatrak. Consequently, there are mar:y contemporary
issues (al-mask'il al-mu'Asirah) on which the NU has no policy.67
Judging by what has been discussed so far, one may conclude that
there are certain positions adopted by the NU that are similar to those
favoured by Perti. First, like Perti, the NU acknowledges only two
means of determining certain rules of Islamic law: ijtibkd and taqld.
They hardly ever mention the practice of. ittibL', advocated by Hassan.
Vhile it is true that in his article on madhbab, Al-Munawar, a member
of the NlJ, refers to ittibh'; nevenheless by his own admission this
term is identical to taqlid.68 Machfudz Shiddiq even considers ittibk'
the lowest type of taqld,6e a view generally adopted by the members of
the NU but one which differs fundamentally from that of Hassan.7o
Second, like Perti, the NU espouses the belief that the higher level
sources, or the ideas of earlier scholars, should be understood in the
light of the lower level sources, or explanations of the same matters
by later scholars. \Without going into detail, it is sufficient to say that
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in the case of uullt explained earlier, for instance, the proponents of
the traditional practice (i.e. the NU) used qiyhs ro legitimize it. This
idea is based on the opinions of later scholars of the ShAfi'i school but
it contradicts, at least literally, what Shifi'i himself has said: "there is
no analogy in the field of worship" (lk qiyAsafi al-'ibkdah);1 This led
Hassan to state that the members of the NU were not the followers
of Shlfi'i because they disregarded the latter's own, perfectly clear,
statement regarding qtjds." Of course, it is odd that the traditional-
ists have never attempted to explain this contradiction. Nobody has
claimed that later Shefi'i scholars wilfully neglected the teachings of
their school's founder on such issues; it was simply believed that the
contradictions between these different generations of scholars could
only be apparent ones, and not in fact essential-an answer that did
not satisfy the reformists. Also significant is the fact that the works
relied upon by the NU scholars are mostly, if not all, by later schol-
ars of the ShAfi'i school and not by ShAfi'i himself.Ti
Thirdly, NU and Perti leaders are inclined to be both fatalist and
pessimistic. That is to say, both see historical events as being prede-
termined and controlled from "above", and likewise believe that the
high stature of the earliest generations of Islam (salaf sAlib) cannot be
attained by later ones, a belief seen as validated by the Sunnah: "the
best century is my century and then the one which follows and then
the one which follows and then the one which follows."/a
Given the fact that the NIJ's approach towards and conception of
udl al-fiqh was fundamentally different from that of Hassan, conflict
between the two was unavoidable. A few members of the NU were
even said to have labelled the scholars of Persis, and more particu-
larly Hassan, as absolutely unqualified scholars ('ulamA',/mujtahid bAd
mu!.aq).7s The controversy came to a head in a debate (munhztrah)
on the problem of taqltd held in the Madrasah al-Irsyad, in Gebang-
Surabaya, attended by Hassan as the representative of Persis and Awad
Bansir and Aboel-Chair of the NU in Cileduk.T5 Bansir opened the
debate by asking Hassan to cite any Qur'Anic verse which forbids
taqltd, to which Hassan replied by citing the Qur'An 3:103: "And
hold fast, all together, by the Rope which Allah (stretches out for
you), and be not divided among yourselves." This verse, said Hassan,
obligates Muslims to rely for their ideas upon the Qur'An only and
that, consequently, taqlM is forbidden. Commenting on this verse in
turn, Bansir was of the opinion that AllAh asks Muslims in this verse
to hold to the teachings of the Qur'Xn, but that there is nothing therein
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which expressly forbids taqlid. Faced with this reply, Hassan pointed
out that it is of course difficult to find in the Qur'Xn any statement
that accords exactly with established practices. For example, there is
no verse in the Qur'An which says that Muslims are obligated to pray
five times a day. Bansir, however, replied to Hassan: "...give me the
verse which clearly forbids taqltd; if you fail to do so, I cannot accept
fyour attack on taqlMf." Hassan then turned the question back on
Bansir asking him to provide any verse which literally obligates
Muslims to perform taqLtd,to which Bansir replied: "I am not a scholar.
I don't know the answer. But, Aboel-Chair has the answer." Chair
then proceeded to address the following questions to Hassan: How
do you translate the Qur'An 3:103? How did you learn Arabic? Did
not all this come through the process of taqlid? By the end of the
debate, neither side had given any ground on the issue.
\il/hat is important to note regarding this event is that there is clearly
a problem with terminology (i.e. taqltd and ijtihkd), which contributed
greatly to the misunderstanding between Hassan and his NU oppo-
nents. For example, learning Arabic from a teacher is consideredtaqlM
by Chair, an idea rejected by Hassan on the grounds that it has noth-
ing to do with the term.77 Besides, the term muntasib (affiliated) used
by the NU to refer to the'ulami' muqallidfrn (i.e. scholars who were
affiliatedwith the founders of the schools) is similarto the term mujtahd
madhhab used by others,78 or mujtabid rnuntasib employed by Majd al-
Din Ibn Taymiyyah, Ibn al-Salih, and Nawiwi' It is perhaps true to
say thar the terminological confusion afflicting Indonesian and other
Muslim scholars explains the existence of the same syndrome in the
writings of \(estern scholars, as noted by Hallaq.te
There was also a debate between Abdul Vahab Hasbullah (NU)
and Hassan (Persis) held at the Clubhuis Nahdlatul Ulama of Kopoweg
(Bandung) on 18 November 1935. On this occasion, Hasbullah ex-
plained the NU doctrines relating to the obligation of taqlid imposed
upon Muslims after the establishment of the four schools, as explained
earlier. Hasbullah also emphasized the view that the doctrine of ittibi'
introduced by Hassan was not known in Islamic teaching.80 Hassan,
for his part, explained to the audience the doctrine of Persis concern-
ing the prohibition of taqltd.81
At the same time, there were polemics between Hassan (published
in Al-Lisaan) and Machfudz Shiddiq, another NU leader (published in
Berita Nahdlatoel 'Oelama) mostly concerned with ijtibkd, taqlid,
ma"dhhab, and their relation to the controversial issues of Islamic law
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(e.g. talqin).82 During this exchange of polemics, Shiddiq reminded
Hassan of the fact that the NU has a large number of scholars who,
through their knowledge and their inference (istinbkl, are able to help
Muslims live according to rhe teachings of the Qur'An and Sunnah. In
his response, Hassan writes: "we believe that the NU has many schol-
ars; but this quantity is nothing if their quality is similar to that of
Toean Shiddiq who attacks [our mission] without any arg.umenr."83
No less interesting is the letter senr by Vahid Hasjim, one of the
NU leaders, to Hassan. Vhile he was minisrer of religious affairs,
Hasjim received a letter from Hassan calling attenrion ro rhe spread
of a dangerous new form of bid'ah among Indonesian Muslims, i.e.
worshipping the statues and pictures of their leaders. Replying to
this letter, Hasjim writes: "I am disappointed too fwith this situa-
tion]. [But you have to remember that]...at the time when the NU
and Persis openly disputed the ruling on pictures (taguir), you were
the one who issued a fatro| srating that the taking and making of
photos are permissible.sa Now, consequently, we witness the effect
of your inference (istinbLl."85
Predictably enough, the fundamental difference berween the NU
and Hassan in the field of wdl al-fiqb has eventually led to conflicting
views in the field of substantive law (al-mask'il al"fiqhtyyah). Accord-
ingly, some members of the NlJ, as representarives of the traditional
outlook, disputed with Hassan over a number of issues in the field of
Islamic law. Nonetheless, the NU warned Hassan and the reformists
in general ofthe danger ofconducting endless debates over khildfilyah
issues, i.e. points of law which are open to different interpretations.
In such cases, according to the NU, respecr has to be shown to those
who have different views. More importantly, an effort had to be made
to avoid conflict among Muslims over such issues (e.g. uszllt andtalqin)
at a time when it was imperative to concenrrare on unifying Muslims
against \Testern colonialism.86 In their response, Hassan and his col-
leagues pointed out that a difference of opinion over such issues should
not contribute to disunity among Muslims in the face of the infidel.8T
Husain al-Habsli
In 1956, Hassan published a book entitled Risalab Al-Madzhab and
Halalkah Bermadzbabi in which he castigated the followers of the
legal schools, equating them with those who practise taqltd-a prac-
tice which is, in his view, forbidden. Later in the same year, Husain
al-Habsji wrote Risalah Lahirnja Madzhab jang Mengharamkan
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Madzbab2, only to follow it, in the nexr year (1957), with Risalah
Haramkah Orang Bermadzbabi Both works were aimed primarily at
countering Hassan's Risalab Al-Madzbab and Halalkah Bermadzbab?
In reply to Habsji's attack, Hassan wrote Mendjazaab Buku Bantahan
Tuan Hadji Husain al-Habsji, published earlier the same year in a se-
ries of articles for Pembela IsLam.
The polemics between Habsji and Hassan were concerned with
the problem of the legal school (madhhab), and more panicularly the
following question: Is adopting a school considered forbidden or per-
missible? A traditionalist, Habsji maintained the legitimacy of fol-
lowing a school, particularly that of Shafi'i adopted by the majority
of Indonesian Muslims. In defending this position, he was clearly
responding to Hassan's attacks on the institution; in taking up the
challenge, he was just as determined not to give any ground as was
his opponent.
Habsji opens his argument by reminding Hassan of how critical it
was at that time for Muslims to promote Islam as the basis of the
Indonesian state and that the polemics on legal schools would weaken
Muslim unity.88 According to Hassan, it is difficult to understand
why Habsji took the trouble to respond to his ideas on the issue if he
considered it to be so simple. The fact that he spent so much time in
addressing the controversy indicated the importance of the problem.8t
Both writers traded the accusation that the other had insufficient
knowledge of Islamic teachings. Habsji claimed that Hassan had not
enough knowledge of Arabic to support his ambition to be a scholar.
This could be seen in Hassan's translation of the title of his journal
Pembela klam (the Defender of Islam) into Arabic as Ifimhyat al-Islhm.
According to Habsji, the words Pembela Islam must rightly be trans-
lated as Ilamt al-klkm instead of. Ifi.miyat al-Islhm.eo The problem with
Hassan's Arabic was also reflected in his understanding of the literal
meaning of madhbab (school). F{assan, says Habsji, translates the term
madbbab literally into "tempat berjalan" ("a place where people walk").
This is cenainly not correct, for the Arabic word for "a place where
people walk" is mamsbt, originating in the verb masbk-yamsht. The
word madhhab,he goes on to say, comes rather fromdhahaba ihwhich
means "to go along with an opinion on a certain matter."el Respond-
ing to this, Hassan states that the word mad.hhab is the noun of place
(ism makkn) of the verb dbahaba and therefore means "a place where
people walk." Hassan acknowledges the correctness ol mamsbd as sug-
gested by Habsji, but he reminds Habsji that mamshk is not the only
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word which can mean "a place where people walk;" the following
words have, to some extent, a similar meaning: rnash, ma?Tarr, mad.hbab,
majhz, md.'bar, mamdfi, majrL, masrfi, etc. Hassan finally recommends
to Habsji that he read the works on fi.qb al-lugbah as well as those on
usitl al-fiqb in order to be better able to discuss the issue.e2
According to Habsji, however, Hassan's problem with Arabic led
to an inability on his part to understand religious texts. In the case of
the Qur'An 243A and 31., for instance, Hassan is unaware of the im-
portance of the preposition "min" (...min abdrihim...), which in this
passage literally denotes "some"; hence the Qur'inic verses indicate
that only some of the nazzrs (i.e. looks exchanged between a man
and a woman) are prohibited and not, as Flassan claimed, all nazzrs.
Therefore, Habsji suggests that scholars re-evaluate Hassan's al-Furqkn
fi Tafstr al-Qur'kn, out of concern that Hassan's weakness in Arabic
might lead some Muslims astray.e3
Habsji then goes on to discuss issues more directly related to the
issue of the legal school. Like other traditionalists, he believes that
following a particular school is firmly based on the Qur'An and Sunnah
and that the works of the scholars of these schools conform in every
way to the two primary sources of Islam. He challenges Hassan to
prove his claim that some of their opinions are not based on or are
ever contrary to the Qur'An or Sunnah, a challenge which is, unfor-
tunately, not answered by Hassan.ea Moreover, Habsji declares that
it is possible to have more than one correct view on any given prob-
lem. This had happened many times since the era of the Companions
@fibah). A clear example of this is the difference of opinions over
the meaning of the term quril' in the Qur'ln 2;228, with 'AbdullAh
ibn 'lJmar, 'AbdullAh ibn 'Amr, and'AbdullAh ibn Mas'rid holding
one view (later adopted by Abir Hanifah), and 'A'ishah, Ibn 'AbbAs,
'IJthmin, and Zayd b. ThAbit holding another (later accepted by
MAlik and ShAfi'i). A similar case can also be found regarding the
issue of the "waiting period" ('id"dallnt for a woman whose husband
has died while she is pregnant, over which the Companions of the
Prophet generally split into two groups.eo
In fact, the opinions of the schools, maintains Habsji, are of great
help in enabling future generations to discover the rules of Islamic law.
Thus, it is not strange, for example, that so great a scholar as Ibn Hazm
should have chosen to follow the principal ideas of the Z),hiri school.et
Even Hassan himself follows the opinions of the earlier scholars of a
certain school, even though in his fatruks he pretends as if the fatutAs
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are the results of his own ijtihhd.Hrs fatrah that eating dogs is permis-
sible is a clear example of his indebtedness to the ideas of MAlik. Thus,
while condemning those who followed a school, Hassan himself as-
similated the teachings of earlier scholars of schools, and then encour-
aged people to follow his own ideas, effectively establishing a new school
of his own- an anti-madhhab with a great many fanatical adherents.e8
According to Habsji, llassan was also guilty of quoting the opin-
ions of earlier scholars even though these opinions were supported
neither by the Qur'An nor by the Sunnah, a practice of which Flassan
was himself very critical. For instance, in an effort to dtfferenttate taqld
f.rom ittibA', Flassan quotes the definitions of both taqlU and ittibh'
given by Ab0 'AbdillAh ibn Khuwayz Mand0d in which Mandfrd him-
self makes no reference to either the Qur'An or Sunnah;ee more inter-
esting still is the fact that Mand0d was, in fact, a follower of the Miliki
school. Thus Hassan, while rejecting the school, nevertheless himself
relied upon the views of one of its founders.t00 Along with this, Hassan
quotes Mand0d's statement: fa-kullu man ittaba'ta qattlahu fa-anta
muqalliduhu (if you follow the opinion of someone, it means you are
the muqallid of him). This statement, says Habsji, features the word
ittaba'ta, a word derived from the same root as ittibA', and serves to
prove his case that aqlM is identical with ittibk'.101 Flowever, Habsji
does not explain another of Mandird's statements cited by Hassan along
with the other, i.e.: rua al-raqltdfi dtn AllAh ghairu u.hth (and aqlW rn
Islam is forbidden). \7ould Habsji say that taqlU and ittibL' are prohib-
ited in Islam? This is also a clear example of how certain writers omit
statements because they do not help their own argument.
Indeed, there are a number of issues advanced by Habsji that do
not receive any ansv/er from Hassan, and vice-versa. It is true that
F{assan repeatedly asked Habsji to engage in an open debate
(munAzrah) in order to resolve their differences of opinion, and that
Habsji was reported to have agreed to such a debate. The debate never
took place, however, and this for di{ferent reasons according to the
two sides involved. Djaja, one of Hassan's students, claims that Habsii
denied that he had ever agreed to an open debate with Hassan,lo2
while according to FIassan, Habsji always looked for an excuse to
avoid participating in the debate.103 On the other hand, Habsji claims
that he was ready to have the debate, but that Natsir (another of
Hassan's students and also the leader of Masjumi in that era) sug-
gested to him that the debate not be held in order to avoid conflict
among Muslims and eventual disunity.loa
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Concluding Remarks
In concluding our investigation of the traditionalisrs' responses to
Ahmad Hassan' reform mission, there are some important points to be
underlined here. Certainly, there was fundamental difference berween
Hassan's doctrine and that of the traditionalists, one that neither he nor
his traditionalist opponents ever fully acknowledged. This had to do with
the application of the sources of Islamic law. True, both agreed that there
are four sources of Islamic law: the Qur'an, Sunnah, consensus, and qik.
But while Hassan believed that the higher level sources supersede the lower
ones, his opponents were of the opinion that, following Shlfi'i's doctrine,
the lower level sources override the higher ones. This essay reveals that
ShAfi'i's doctrine played a yery important role in the polemics berween
Hassan and his opponents, even though none of the latrer ever mentioned
ShAfi'i's doctrine on the relationship between the different sources. Curi-
ously enough, as this article shows, the traditionalists themselves hardly
ever cited ShAfi'i's ideas, and in fact even mainrained certain ideas that
contradicted those of the founder of the school, e.g. their doctrine regard-
ing uqlM and the role of qryk in matters of worship ('ibAdat).
The dialogue between Hassan and the scholars of his day illustrates
perfectly the truth of what Ernest Gellner calls "a pendulum swing theory
of Islam."105 It is beyond doubt that prior to Hassan's lifetime, there was
a common belief, shared by the malority of Indonesian Muslims and
taught by their religious leaders in religious institutions such as the
pesantren, that Muslims should follow the Shlfi'i school. Hassan's mes-
sage was in effect a response to this common belief which he saw as
already suffering from a set of debased religious values. True, F{assan's
effort in the long run has created, to use Habsji's term, a "new school"
follovred with great devotion by his students and disciples. This irony
has not been lost on Hassan's traditionalist opponents, who accuse
Hassan's so-called "school" of fomenting discord among Muslims, and
even of leading them astray. Perti, the NU, and F{usain al-Habsji were
particularly vocal on this issue.
This anicle has aiso suggested that the polemics between Hassan and
his opponents, whether in print or in the form of debate (mun^2zarah),
suffered from a case of what 'Wael B. Hallaq calls terminologrrol confusion
syndrome. This, unfortunately, often resulted in hopeless confusion; their
different understandings of the meanings of ijtibAd, ittibh', and uqld, and
their respective attitudes towards legal school reveals this tendenry. This
was also reflected in their different opinions of what the most imporranr
and fundamental issues were for Muslims. For example, most of llassan's
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opponenrs tended to blame Hxsan for concentrating on trivial matters
(relerred r.o as furfr') ar rhe expense of rhe more fundamental aspects of
Muslim life, e.g., the struggle against \Testern imperialism and native secu-
larism. By the same roken, without trying to clarify the terms used by his
opponents, Hassan insisted that he had dealt with fundamental issues.
Nevertheless, Hassan was referring to the fa6t that Muslims had long ne-
glected the fundamental sources of Islam, the Qur'An and Sunnah, and
th"t to solve their problem, they had to return to the original teachings of
the faith. ln fact, the problem of terminology did not end there. Hassan
also attempted to distinguish sharply between the terms 'ibhdah and
mu'kmakh and between certain asPects which belong to both of them' He
was unsuccessful in this effort, however, for there are certain activities
which are difficult to assign to one field rather than the other.
The problem is not an easy one; indeed, its roots lie deep in Is-
lamic history, derived as it is from attemPts at the humanization o{
divine law (and vice versa), as well as from an effort at reconciling
reason and revelation. To use Kerr's words, the problem is this: "\7here
does revelation end and where does reason begin, and what, if any-
thing, lies in between?"106 This is a question which is faced not only
by Muslims but also by religious people in general.10/ This brings us
to anorher important point: an analysis of the philosophical frame-
work underlying the issues is an essential prerequisite for any genu-
ine polemic. In our case, an understandi ng of usill al-fi.qb is central to
any discussion of substantive law, for usfrl al-fiqh represents the basis
uoon which the rules of Islamic law are built, rationalized and justi-
fied. Thus, any effort to solve the fundamental problems of Islamic
law without addressing the issues oI usill al-fi.qh would be certain to
end in failure. This is reflected very clearly in the polemics between
Hassan and his opponents. The present study has hopefully shown
that usfil at-fi.qh remains an essential element in the reformist efforts
at reformulating Islamic law in Indonesia.
Finally, one may conclude from the foregoing that Islam in Indo-
nesia shares similar concerns and problems with other Muslim coun-
tries, including those in the so-called heartland of Islam. As is the case
with their counterparts elsewhere, Muslims in Indonesia are faced by
the following questions: How does God speak? 'Who speaks for God?
How God's will is to be known? How are Muslim trying to adapt to
a modern life-style while at the same time still retaining Islamic val-
ues? Thus, the impression that Islam in Indonesia is considered as
some sort of "backwater" is certainly baseless and inaccurate'
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